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This classic book secured Benjamin Graham's status as a Wall Street immortal.
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Read and reap? J.P. Morgan Co.'s private-banking unit, New York, compiles "Summer Must-Reads

for Millionaires." The 10-book list includes the 1934 edition of "Security Analysis." --This text refers

to the Hardcover edition.

Security Analysis is the bible of fundamental analysis. Originally published in 1934, the tome

systematically lays bare the science of security analysis. Written with the assistance of cowriter

David Dodd, Benjamin Graham's intellectual tour de force has yet to be equaled in the annals of

investing. Written only a few years after the devastating stock market crash of 1929, Graham had

one objective--to make the investment process as safe as possible using knowledge of key factors

about the business.  Beginning with bonds and moving quickly to stocks, Graham and Dodd go over

all of the angles. Articulating a comprehensive theory of fixed-value and common stock investment,

they examine in detail the various factors that one should consider when valuing securities.

Dividends, extraordinary items, depreciation, amortization, capital structure and balance sheet

analysis are all described and defined in lurid detail. It is impossible to read Security Analysis and

not come away with a deeper understanding of corporate finance and how it relates to investing. 

On the downside, let's be frank--Security Analysis is not an easy book to read. However, it remains

one of the key textbooks for communicating fundamental analysis to millions of MBAs, in spite of the



fact that it first saw print 63 years ago. I personally believe that reading and understanding most of

Security Analysis would make a great benchmark for determining whether or not you are ready to

start investing your money in specific investments. Sure, Graham is very value-biased in his

investment philosophy, but looking for growth without focusing on the price you are paying is the

golden road to underperformance. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

This book was made famous by Warren Buffet, but you probably already know that. Will it teach you

to invest like Warren? Yes, the fundamentals are there and so are the valuation techniques. In

today's rough and tumble world, it's hard to say that it still applies. On a very basic level, yes it

does.Security Analysis: The Classic 1934, has been dubbed as an endless source of insight when it

comes to investing. Written by two gurus- Benjamin Graham and David Dood this book will awaken

the sleeping investor in anyone. Knowing that they taught Warren Buffet his technique has made

them famous in the financial world.The book was written in 1934 just 5 years after the collapse of

the stock market in 1929, and right about the time of the Glass-Steagel Act which changed the

ethics of the stock market and how they were regulated. BenjaminÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s idea was to

teach people about the basics of investment by providing insights of what one should look out for in

a business that they wish to invest in. Can you get through all these 725 pages? Yes you can, but it

will not be an easy read like the Hunger Games.If you do get through it, you will possess a book

written nearly 8 decades ago that has sage insights. You will learn of a framework to follow before

rushing into any investment. Also, you will be able to discern a business that looks profitable but in

hindsight it is clutching on straws and in the verge of bankruptcy. After reading this book, you will

have learned the basic philosophy and principles of investment in the stock market. You will be

equally equipped with the tools (mostly analytical and philosophical) that will help you make

decisions regarding investments. The difference between investment and speculation, discussion

and analysis are all outlined. The reason it is important to know these differences is because the

business segment during news time never explain them and so is school. Benjamin will make you

understand the meaning of these and other terms his book in a very practical manner.Warren Buffet

was BenjaminÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s student and if not for anything else, this alone should serve as a

motivation for anyone to take up this book and read it. Be warned though, the book has no single

picture and itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a big book. Luckily for us the book has no filler words and

everything written in the book makes a lot of sense which is interesting. There are also other

editions of this book, but this particular edition retains all the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœOld

BenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢sÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ teachings which is why it is worth every dime. The book is



also not a get rich quick scheme. The book only provides insight on what the real investment market

looks like and the decisions you should make before making an investment and hence the name of

the book-ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœSecurity AnalysisÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢.If you have ever been duped into

making an investment or sheepishly following the crowd to make an investment that turned out to be

fake, then grab a cup of coffee and be educated by this man Benjamin Graham and his co-author

David Dood, all who seem to have travelled to the future as this book is still very relevant.

Outstanding book by the greatest teacher of investment analysis in history. What's not to like?

Warren Buffett says this edition, that is the 1940 edition, is best, so this is the one to get.Only

quibble is that it's a bit long and sometimes ponderous. If you haven't read "The Intelligent Investor"

by Benjamin Graham, get that one first; but after you read that, you'll probably want to read this one.

I have read this book twice now - one time is certainly not sufficient to absorb all of its wisdom - ten

times probably would not suffice. There are some people who question whether this book is still

relevant because it was published over half a century ago. I doubt they ever took the time to read it,

or if they read it, I doubt that they really thought about it.The book's central point is that an

investment should be made based upon a thorough investigation of the investment's merits - not on

the market generally, or interest rates, etc. It does not promise an easy path to riches - the

techniques take work. However, Graham and Dodd's theory of focusing on safety of principal plus

satisfactory return has been time-tested, and no one can question the success that Graham's

disciples such as Warren Buffett have enjoyed.A few interesting points: the book is not limited to

equity investments. As Security Analysis highlights, equity investments and debt investments are

similar insofar as both lay claim to the underlying assets of a company (they are different in the

priority they have if the company does not make money).The book also contains an excellent

section on analyzing financial statements. Many of the accounting concerns that this book raised in

1951 occured during the Internet bubble (such as the effect of stock options on a company's value

and the use of write-offs to manage earnings). So much for the book being dated!Even though the

book does spend some time analyzing utilities and railroads, the underlying approach used there

does have some relevance to other companies.Although many people simply associate Benjamin

Graham with low p/e ratio investing, Security Analysis discusses various means to review and

understand an entire company. Thus, although p/e ratio is one factor Security Analysis considers, it

is far from the only one.The book also contains a great discussion of how dividends may affect a

company's value (largely based, it appears, on the work of John Burr Williams, author of "The



Theory of Investment Value"), as well as an insightful overview of stockholder/management issues.If

I have any criticisms of this book, it is that it pre-dates the use of cash flow statements and that the

writing is at times a bit slow-going. That being said, the book itself is invaluable, and I can definitely

trace its effects upon any number of other works, all of which become more relevant when read in

conjunction with Security Analysis. Examples include:David Dreman - "Contrarian Investing: the

Next Generation"Martin Whitman - "The Aggressive Conservative Investor"Mary Buffett -

"Buffettology"Rappaport, Mauboussin - "Expectations Investing: Reading Stock Prices for Better

Returns"Although these books may use different approaches than Security Analysis, it is obvious

that the methods set forth therein stem, at least in part, from the theories set forth in Security

Analysis.Given that this book can be heavy, it might be useful to read Chris Browne's "Little Book of

Value Investing" or Graham's "Intelligent Investor" first. In many respects, those books are really

less intensive versions of Security Analysis. However, ultimately, Security Analysis is a more useful

work because of its in-depth nature.

With nearly a million copies sold, "Security Analysis" has been continuously in print for more than

sixty years. No investment book in history had either the immediate impact, or the long-term

relevance and value, of its first edition in 1934.The prescient thinking and insight displayed by

Graham and Dodd in the first editions of "Security Analysis" reached new heights in the second

edition. In words that could just as easily have been written today as fifty years ago, they detail

techniques and strategies for attaining success as individual investors, as well as the

responsibilities of corporate decision makers to build shareholder value and transparency for those

investors.The focus of the book, however, remains its timeless guidance and advice--that careful

analysis of balance sheets is the primary road to investment success, with all other considerations

little more than distractions."Security Analysis: The Classic 1940 Edition" marks the return of this

long-out-of-print work to the investment canon. It will reacquaint you with the foundations of value

investing--more relevant than ever in tumultuous twenty-first century markets--and allow you to own

the second installment in what has come to be regarded as the most accessible and usable title in

the history of investment publishing.
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